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May 8, 2020 
 
 
The Honorable Mitch McConnell 
Majority Leader, United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 
 
The Honorable Charles Schumer 
Minority Leader, United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The Honorable Nancy Pelosi 
Speaker, United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 
 
The Honorable Kevin McCarthy 
Minority Leader, United States House of 
Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 
 

 
Dear Leader McConnell, Madame Speaker Pelosi, Leader Schumer, and Leader McCarthy: 
 
 
On behalf of the City of Gaithersburg, I am writing to express our sincere appreciation for your continued efforts 
to ensure the health, safety and the economic stability of our great nation throughout the COVID-19 national 
emergency. The early actions of Congress to pass the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act 
and subsequent emergency supplemental packages, were critically important to address the immediate needs 
of individuals, households and small business on the economic margins of our cities and towns.  
 
As you are well aware, the impact of COVID-19 on local governments is substantial. Yet, the majority of cities 
and towns across the country with populations under 500,000 were not eligible for direct relief under the CARES 
Act and the provisions did not make clear whether an eligible county could transfer Fund payments to a 
municipality within the county. On May 4, the Department of Treasury provided guidance on this issue; put 
simply, a county may, but is not required to transfer funds to a unit of government within its borders.  
 
Under Maryland’s Constitution, municipal governments are an equal form of local government. The City of 
Gaithersburg, and our municipal counterparts across the state, provide quality, cost effective and essential 
community services for our citizens.  
 
In order for a medium size city like Gaithersburg, with a budget of almost $68 million, every source of revenue 
counts to meet our obligations to residents and the community. However, during this unprecedented crisis our 
spending has increased, as we respond to the emergency needs in our community. For instance the Police 
Department provides almost daily security detail and check on patrols at local food distribution events 
throughout the City for our most vulnerable families and those experiencing homelessness. In regard to the 
health and safety of our employees, we are providing ‘premium pay’, as traditional work hours have had to be 
adjusted; we have sanitized and made modifications to buildings; and purchased PPE for essential personnel.  
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At the same time, critical revenues that keep the City’s normal operations functioning have decreased, for 
example:  
 

 The City lost substantial revenues from the Amusement and Admissions tax for a part of March and 
possibly the last quarter of the year. Due to the opening of several new businesses during the current 
fiscal year, a gain was expected in this category, but we now anticipate a 7.6% reduction in revenue. 

 The Hotel and Motel tax is experiencing a similar downturn as the occupancy level for the last quarter is 
expected to drop. This could mean less than half of the projected revenues will be realized during this 
period, which translates to an approximate loss of 35%. 

 Market volatility has drastically reduced our expectations for interest income and we anticipate a 15% 
shortfall. Interest income is a substantial revenue source for many local governments.  

 We have canceled virtually all of our spring programs and issued refunds to individuals already 
registered. Our programs offer a source of recreational and physical activities for our residents, and they 
generate revenue to offset operations. We anticipate an estimated 17% reduction in revenue. 

 Licenses and Permits are expected to come in at a 5% loss and City fines and forfeitures are expected to 
reflect a 23% shortfall. 
 

Governor Hogan has shown unwavering leadership, and we applaud our state and local health and emergency 
management agencies for their extraordinarily responsive efforts to mitigate the effects of COVID-19 in our 
communities. However, the state’s budget is expected to have an estimated $2.8 billion shortfall, and this week 
the Governor made the difficult decision to veto twenty-two urgent and essential bills passed by the Maryland 
General Assembly in April 2020 that had a significant fiscal impact.    
 
The City of Gaithersburg has always been a strong partner with Montgomery County. However, to date the 
County has not provided any information or guidance regarding whether any of the $183 million they received 
through the CARES Act will be distributed to its cities and towns. We can no longer wait.  
 
Respectfully, we need stabilization relief now, in order to proactively plan, prepare and respond, as well as limit 
the devastating economic outcomes for our residents and small businesses. The City of Gaithersburg urges 
Congress to pass a bi-partisan package that provides direct federal funding to local governments, with no 
exclusions based on population.  
 
The future of our communities depends on it.  
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
 
Jud Ashman 
Mayor 


